Mercury outboard gauge

Constant exposure to the elements is tough on these expensive instruments. We offer an an
inexpensive alternative to buying new. We are also learning to do new devices every week. If
you have a device that has a sun faded LCD display, or could benefit from Lens Polishing, reach
out! Can my gauges be restored? Even if you cant see any digits on your gauges, there's a
good chance this restoration will work for you. However, not all gauges can be restored. This
cannot be repaired. Send pictures if you're not sure. No charge if the gauge cannot be repaired.
If the gauge is determined faulty after Polarization replacement, there is no charge. Should I buy
new, or restore my existing gauges? Here's a few key points that support restoration instead of
replacement. LCD Restoration Dismiss. Skip to content. Crazed Lenses? Read More. Cracked
lens? Faded Display? Cant find new gauges? Our Motto: "Saving Gauges, changing lives". New
Gauges are expensive! That frees up money for other boat projects! Would you want to install a
used gauge that indicates hours, if your boat only has ? Restoration instead of replacement
keeps plastic and lead out of the landfill. General Notes to be categorized. Powerhead
Comparison Early and Late Model 2. Powerhead Comparison Early and Late 2. Early style
blocks have 14 bolts in the crankcase cover. This is considered the 4 bolt block and crankshaft
area. Because of weight differences, excessive vibration and possible engine damage could
occur. Early style 2. Some of the very early pistons used the non-tanged piston retaining clip,
but the tanged style can used with these pistons. Late style 2. On rebuilds, expect some of the
anti-scuffing coating to be worn away. New pistons should be used if the following criteria are
not within tolerance See engine rebuilding specifications within this section. These two
methods of alignment must not be intermixed in any engine. Jet location on carburetor The
plugs should be a "paper bag" color to be the ultimate in correct jetting. I don't read plugs as
there are too many varibles involved, I have had good luck only reading the piston itself. I make
a high speed pass and if the hull will allow it without back washing over the splash well kill it
clean. Then I roll 5 piston as generally 5 is the hot hole on a Mercury and prone to burn if the
mixture is too lean to bottom dead center and look at the piston crown on the intake side that
will be the side toward the outside of the block with a bend o lite , the intake side of the piston at
the intake port should be wet and look moist about the size of a quarter out toward the middle
from the port. If the wettness is over across half of the crown your too rich and can lean down a
bit. If it is dry and ashy in color your too lean and you need to richen up in a hurry. Maybe other
people have different methods but this has always been the ticket for me. Some rely on pyros , I
have found that when a motor is too lean a pyro will be too late in its report and the piston is
already smoked a 2. Also if a pyro is "coked" up" it will also read incorrectly. This is why I
haven't alot of faith in the pyro system of jetting. Always be conservative and build a cushion as
you NEVER know what is in the gas pump at the local gas station. They have maybe just a load
of 87 octane in the 91 tank. The cushion of 1 to 2 jet size may pull off a couple of HP BUT may
save you a piston if the above mentioned thing occures. Timing a 2. Jay Smith gives the
following instructions for setting proper timing on a 2. Also make sure if you have an advancer
type timing light it is on 0. Cylinder Heads. You can drop the cc's in the heads to 31 cc's and still
run 93 pump gas. It will do a lot for all around performance. I have cut 2. Our suggestion on 91
octane on the 2. Performance heads and stock heads share the same casting. Primary
difference is CC's and the fact that stock heads have black paint, while performance heads are
"natural". For every. This is ballpark and not exact but I have found after cutting a zillion heads
this to be the norm! My max that I will cut a pump gas motor with the thin head gaskets is 35
cc's , I will go 34 cc's with the thicker drag motor gaskets and 33 cc's with the very thick fishing
motor gaskest! My target is max lbs anything higher your asking for a problem and will end up
at the sleeving shop with your wallet a bunch lighter! To CC your heads, follow the following
procedure from Jay Smith. The rest aint rocket science. Cooling Modifications. From John
Marles These are for one piece mid plates, not two piece. You MUST throw away the popet and
thermostats. You can not run them with a one-piece plate , they will never open thus never pee.
The water temp has to reach to open the stat. It not going to happen, reading cylinder head
temp. The water temp is degrees when the heads are at If you have a 2. The cylinder head temp
will be about All the mods I am talking about are for a as well as a steel sleeve motor, With a
one-piece plate the popet valve does nothing. If it runs too cold just plug the popet hose to get
more heat, Merc 2. There are four holes in the Merc plate totaling a larger surface area than the
L and S plate and 2. Calculate the surface area with 3. Just remember if you rebuild it, to open
all cylinders to. Set you idle up to in neutral. Put in diverters The one-piece plate should run 15
lbs. Some mercury one piece plates come with dump holes that are too big to accomplish the 15
lbs. Yes they are adjustable. The 0 lbs. This type of modification is terrible for a motor that turns
RPM or less because it will run way too cold. The blocks are all the same it is the exhaust plate
that has the different water passages in it. The one-piece plate allows water to flow in to both
sides of the popet of it rendering it completely useless With a one-piece plate the thermostats

will not affect the running temp much. Too much water has to dump through the plate to cool
the block at high RPM. I only get 5 or 6 lbs at I have water temperature gages in the top of the
heads and I run degrees at Nothing does more damage that running a motor ice cold. I do every
thing I can to talk people out of converting their stock motors to cooling. Unfortunately an RPM
motor needs the cooling on the top. I would rather see the stockers just fix the stock cooling
systems so the motors can develop some heat while running and have the motors last for a few
years. I think converting to a cooling system to fix a overheating in not a good thing to do.
Intakes and Reed Cages. Note from Jay Smith on the Boyesen Reeds. Crankcase Halves. In
terms of fitting of case halves from another motor Talon2. Well now in my opinion replacing the
block just for sealing ring bind is ridiculous when you can smooth out the groove and then the
groove issue when switching cranks or front halves is no longer an issue at all when doing a
front half swap always check the main bearing surfaces with the case halves together and if
they match up, just smooth the ring grooves and rock on, so far I have never come into the
scenerio of the bearing surfaces not matching but thats not to say i never will either say you
have a good block and front half and ya need a new crank for one reason or another, then you
put in your nice new crank and the darn sealing rings dont match the original cranks pattern,
what do ya do When installing non-matching front halves, it is also suggested that the dowel
pins be removed. To quote US1, "I do switch Mercury 2. I always remove the dowel pins
because there is always some sort of error in any line-boring machine no matter how expensive
it is. Removing the dowel pins allows the case halves to align on the bore and not the dowels.
Even though some do work if you leave the dowels in it does cause friction, bearing wear and
some loose of horsepower. Cranks can be interchanged from earlier motors to later motors, as
long as the main center bearings are addressed the main bearing area is shaped differently on
the various years. In performance applications it is generally considered desireable to run a
non-oiler crank, due to increased strength at the area that would be relieved for the oiler gear.
Novalves said the following about small vs. V-6 Cranks pre heavy metal ball bearing top
journals. The two center mains are all 1. The 1. However there are several important differences
worth noting. This crank also has the thrust faces required for bottom guided rods. The heavy
metal cranks exhibit the following. The later cranks have malory metal? Hi-performance also
went to a two row steel caged C1 spec. Beyond that when installed as intended by
hi-performance, there is no provision for crank growth when heated or flexed cranks get longer I
have been told that there is clearence and not to worry, h owever the seven powerheads that are
in process at my shop DO NOT have room for A. Under RPM the small rods are acceptable,
above that the big rods are the desireable setup. Some folks prefer the small rods, due to a
lighter rotating mass, which makes spinning up to various RPMs more responsive, while others
like the added "stuffing" of the large rods. Quoting Jay Smith: "Either rod will work the "larger"
rod has a "stuffing" advantage but the added weight is a minus. The bottom guide system due
to the friction of the rod to the crank approx 2" surface area is the lesser HP choice as the more
surface there is dragging , rubbing , touching and or "guiding" common sence would tell you
there is more drag no matter how small that may be and robs power. Top guided systen drags,
rubs , and or guides a MUCH small area approx 1" to keep the piston and bore alignment
straight that would be the small end of the rod to the piston boss this is a quite a smaller friction
area verses the larger area of the bottom of the rod to the crank! Also an rpm cast piston is a
short lived motorsome say they turn em that high and they live "till it come unwound" if your
gonna use a cast piston and turn rpm very often I would opt for the smaller rod cause at that
rpm when the piston fails the smaller rod knocks a smaller hole in the block and is easier to
weld up! The 50 series rods are awfully heavy grams verses for the 41 series Hi Performance
rod. But the lighter rod will show a BIG improvement in acceleration but not a hugh amount on
extreme top rpm no more than or so The bolts for the 50 series rod has the same length of
thread but the unthreaded shank in the middle is the only thing longer. The 41 series rod takes a
shorter SPS Mercury Pt and the 50 series a longer SPS Mercury part this the third time I have
found this in Hi Per Motors that had reciently been rebuilt in the last 3 months the bolts were
new as if someone had either ordered the wrong part number or some parts guy, do it
yourselfer, or builder was unaware of the differences. Three threads ain't gonna hold long and
when it fails it will cost someone a crank , rod , piston, head , and even worse Make sure when
you assemble your rods that the thread ends the rod bolt boss and does'nt stick thread through
as the thread that is sticking through is suppose to be holding that cap on. The 9 amp fishing
stator or 16amp amp performance stator with work with either the aluminum lightweight
flywheel or the the cast flex-plate style flywheel. The only stator that won't work with a
lightweight wheel is the 40amp Besides the advantage in quicker acceleration that is achieved
from less spinning mass of a lighter flywheel, the lighter flywheels cause less damage to the
upper main bearing The 40 amp charging system uses heavier magnets in the flywheel as well

as larger alternator coils. This creates a larger magnetic drag. No matter what the output of the
charging system is. Try to pull a larger magnet away from a large piece of metal. Now try the
same thing with a smaller magnet and smaller piece of metal. See what I mean? In addition on a
charging system the stator is outputting, or trying to at all times. Under load a charging system
is putting out about 18 to 20 volts from the stator, voltage flowing out of the regulator. The amp
is very low at this time however due to the no load condition. The voltage "sits" there until the
regulator outputs the voltage again and the voltage drops. For instance you can take a 9 amp
racing stator and cut off all the poles except 2 and the charge coils and pick up around 2 hp on
the dyno. Imagine if you cut off the poles on a 40 amp system. A rectifier charging system is a
constant voltage system. All the rectifier does is change the ac voltage from the stator into DC
voltage. It charges the battery at all times until the battery is fully charged. Once charged the
battery will "boil" this will eventually destroy the battery. With a conventional wet cell battery
this "boiling" of the electrolite will lower the voltage somewhat. The system continues to output
full voltage and amperage. On a maintance free battery it can not do this boil the electrolite and
will destroy the battery in short order. That is why you don't use a maintance free battery in a
non regulated system. On a regulated charging system the voltage under a no load system will
as previously stated continue to grow. There is no mechanism to bleed off voltage in a non
regulated rectifier system. Lets look at some possible consequences. Using a 16 amp stator
with a 40 amp flywheel the system can produce over volts due to the increased magnet size.
This will destroy the stator. If you were to put a 40 amp stator with a 16 amp flywheel which will
not fit by the way you could not generate enough voltage to fire the charge coils. The magnetic
field is not strong enough. If you look at the charge coils ignition on a 40 amp system you will
see the laminations are very small to reduce the voltage produced from the heavier magnets.
Also on the front of the low speed charge coils is a shunt plate. This acts as a dead shorted
winding and to "shield" the coil from the magnets and there fore producing excess voltage. If
you did not have this the low speed charge coils could produce 2, volts at 6, RPM! This is why
the coils are exposed and not encapsulated. The encapsulated coil can not dissipate the heat.
So the mass of the flywheel is not the only limiting factor, but the drag produced by the
magnets passing the heavier laminations of the coils will also drag down the system. So this
drag along with the load can create the loss of as much as 5 to 6 HP at full throttle. A charging
system for a 16 amp system will have less drag on the motor than a 40 amp system at the same
amp output. The heavier flywheel also pays a higher price in being harder to balance and
putting more strain on the motor itselt. Yes a lighter flywheel is easier to balance, will have
better acceleration and top end and will rev quicker. Oil Injection System Removal. The mercury
oil injection system is a popular item to remove, especially given its reputation for failure, and
inability to deliver reliably after rpm. Remove oil resevoir, oil pump, mag pickup, pump drive
shaft, then install plug in shaft hole. Mercury part number for the plastic block off plate is and
the O-ring for that kit is Jay Smith Racing Engines also has a billet kit for doing this. Finally it is
recommended by several sources, that you keep the old oil pump gear on the crankshaft, as it
provides crankcase volume, and if removed will cause that cylinder to be lean. Motor
Installation Drawings. Gearcase Cross Reference. Commonly Used 2. The difference as I
understand is the ECU's. The has 4 more degrees of max timing, a rev limiter that's rpm higher
and a slightly different fuel curve. Best way to explain crank differences is that older cranks
have loose bearings with a two piece sleeve that fits over roller bearings and new style has a
caged bearing assembly which is way easier to deal with. Crank w ith cages is found in XB.
General consensus is that and later blocks did not have the relief cuts in them, but around the
newer electronics were introduced, which resulted in some mounting boss changes.
Performance enhancements for the masses - There is a great writeup by kllr bee at on 3. I will
summarize some of the key points below, but I recommend reading the original. Last Modified
on December 11, aalbert biggerhammer. Fuel Pressure. Supercede To. Supercede From. Jet
sizing and part numbers for Mercury 9. Jay Smith on the subject of correctly jetting a motor.
Pending Research You can drop the cc's in the heads to 31 cc's and still run 93 pump gas. The
cylinder holes are bigger on the 2. I would get the right gasket. There will be a very poor seal
around the cylinders. As far as just taking the time and added expence to convert to a thin head
gaskets VS thick, it is not measurable, some of the heads we cut have to have A LOT of material
removed to achieve the desired pump gas top compatable compression. Going from the
absolute thickest. Maybe 3 to 6 lbs at best and when one is trying to get the max out of a pump
gas motor this amount is not measurable. I have found Earlier merkz had 5 peddles in thier
fish'in motors, 14 in the hi-po'z U kan replace the 14 peddle Hi-po'z wit the rubber coated Jet
drive units 5 petal On a river motor HP bassbote etc the 4 peddle units are better than any Reed
material???? Opens a new can ov wormz I have tried them all, even cut my own the way I
figgered would be better for my application On a 2. I run dual stage glass, single stage glass,

carbon fiber worst ov all , and 1 solid glass reed Now, for safety, glass iz better I have also
changed from a 5 peddle to a 14 peddle front, and lost performance fishing motor On a highly
modified motor, a 14 peddle will give that extra flo on top over rpm I also find the single stage
glass reeds to be better than the dual, and the 2 finger reeds on a 4 peddle cage to be better
than the seperate finger ones OK, Let the argument begin!!! Replaced 5 petal sets. Comes with
single stage reeds. Can use as a replacement for the 14 pedal 2. Most of the Boysen reeds come
with an ultimate thin reed clamp that is screwed down on top of the reed to hold pressure and
the reed in place. These are entirely too thin. I have found the stock thicker Mercury clamp will
hold the reed down better and allow for a better seal! Going into competition with a race motor I
would not allow ANY gap or leak that is visable to the eye holding up to the light it simply leaves
possibly HP at the starting line. Crank Differences between the years. Must implement more
compression. You are shooting for a MAX of lbs. Get a Promax ignition module and XB fuel
computer. Performance gains from other tuners are negatively offset by the law enforemcement
attention getting of noise Install Boyesen 2 stage carbon fiber reeds Stick with the factory
recommended spark plugs Get a lightened flywheel Get your TPS throttle position sensor set
richer. Mine is at. This keeps the lean sneeze from happening at idle. They transfer the ignition
current at a higher voltage. Stoner SR Detonics Pistols. M96 Expeditionary. Mako Boat Project.
Powerhead interchange. The powerheads are about the same. The 2, 2. Again, the 3 liter and 3.
Powerhead Torque Specs. Cooling system flow diagram. Gearcase interchange. All 2 liter, 2.
They won't interchange onto a 3 liter or the old 3. Electrical System. Wiring diagram for 92up
fishing motor. Bottom aligned, early style. The connecting rod bottem end is guided by the
inside surfaces of the crankshaft and the top end is able to move horizontally on the piston
wrist pin. Top end washers which are stepped on one side are used with this rod. Top aligned,
later style. The connecting rod top end is guided by the inside surfaces of the piston and the
bottom end is able to move horizontally on the crankshaft. Top end washers which are flat on
both sides are used for this rod. Bottom Aligned Rod -. Washer - stepped one side stepped
down side against connecting rod. Top Aligned Rod -. Washer flat on both sides. Early 2. Similar
to the A The series superceded the series, and features a thinner ECU, different tester
connector, enrichment moved from front to back of box, ECU chips are potted and cannot be
removed. Not original equipment on any 2. S PROP. DRAG S S The A12 was recalled for
recallibration. Serial Number Range. WH-2, 12, 21, 23, 27, 29, 35, 38, 40, 48 with 2 needles and
seats. WH-1, 4, 6, 7, 13, 17, 30, 34 with 2 needles and seats. WH-3, 14, 18, 20, 22, 26, 28, 31, 39,
46 with 2 needles and seats. Difference between 2. The rule of thumb is anything over cranking
PSI with a good strong battery is beyond pump gas. Stock heads on a fishing motor and hi-po
motor, where typically 38cc. When more compression is added more BTU's are created, which
along with more power comes more heat - with more compression being generated more fuel
must be added to slow or stop detonation and make a safe HP gain.. REX Original Application.
Part Number. General Notes. Late model 2. Vulcanized with dual stage black Boyesen reeds.
Early fishing motors. Jet drive units. Replaced 7 petal cages. Good for applications that might
go to the 10k range. Original equipment on first 2. However there are several important
differences worth noting 1. V6 Small top, non-oiler. V6 Small top oiler 1. V6 Large top non-oiler.
V6 Large top oiler 1. V6 Small Top 1. Refering to appearance, the top guided rods are designed
differently and are more rounded. Hi-Po SPS units, but are considered unreliable after with
stock bolts. Normally from 2. In terms of appearance, the bottom guided rods both large and
small are more of an I-beam design. Side pinned pistons are stock. The pin they are talking
about is the piston ring retaining pin that keeps the ring from spinning around the piston. If the
ring is allowed to spin then it will hook in the ports. In the side pinned pistons the pins are
installed from the side and at high RPM's can work them selves out. In the top pinned pistons
the side pins are removed then there is a small hole drilled from the top twords the bottom at
that location. Then a new pin is installed and then the hole can be welded closed so that it can
never fall out. The 44 series Hi Po Rods do not have slots in the caps. The older 50 series rods
did but they were superseded to the 44 series in ish sic motors " Alien cowlings are the latest
style that Mercury has produced for the Offshore series, and are available on serial number 0G
and up image. The rest of their line have retained a cowling very similar in appearance to those
from the mid 90s image. Due to the high costs of the cowlings, several companies such as
Bob's Machine and Eagle One Performance produce aftermarket replacements. Unit Name. Gear
Ratio. An older-generation Mercury high-performance lower unit with integral nosecone and low
water pickups. There were two designs of the CLE, both offering the same performance.
Designed for high-speed surfacing applications, and originally equipped on 2. No longer in
production. Two versions - holes are either below or above the bullet. Late model CLE 4 hole
unit - images 1 and 2 courtesy eagleone. CLE from a 2. Swept CLE with factory torque tab
courtesy tufish. Fleet Master: Designed for use on 25" Promax s. Internal components are built

to withstand the saltwater environment. All 3. This one is the "workhorse" gearcase. Lower
units used on Mercury 2. Available in and direct drive ratios. Designed exclusively for racing
applications. The latest model of the speedmaster is the SSM6, which is pictured here with a
studs-up configuration images courtesy Brendan Power. Finally a different shot of a stock
Speedmaster 6 courtesy Tabara Racing. Current-generation Mercury high-performance lower
unit. Includes a nosecone and low water pickups into the design, as well as stronger than stock
internals. Designed for high-speed surfacing applications. Available for 2. Sportmaster features
a crescent-nose bullet intended for surfacing applications with gears, bearings and bearings
carrier that are heavy-duty components, and the drive shaft and prop-shaft are one-piece.
Available in polished or bead blast surface. Sportmaster 15" courtesy bkp. Sportmaster for 3.
Sportmaster 20" from stock courtesy grep A heavy-duty high performance Mercury lower unit
that does not have a nosecone. Designed for boats with heavier loads that require power trim
for bow lift. Current models include low water pickups, however, earlier models did not.
Generally stock on Optimax. Torquemaster is the all around replacement for the old V-6
Gearcase as we know it. Smaller diameter bullet than other shiftable lowers 4. Stator 16 amp.
Voltage Regulator. Arco Fuel Injector EFI. Fuel Injector Grommet. Fuel Regulator 39 lb. Fuel
Regulator 56 lb. EFI harness digital. EFI harness analog. Air temp sensor EFI. Plug Wire Set.
Head gasket 1. Pro Marine Originally on 2 Bolt Main Blocks. Head gasket 1mm. Pro Marine R1.
Head gasket. Pro Marine R Originally on 4 Bolt Main Blocks. Seal, Head Gasket. Outer seal for
O-Ringed blocks - 2. O Ring, Head Gasket. O-Ring for individual cylinders - 2. O-Ring for
individual cylinders - EFI. Gasket Set 2 Bolt main block. Gasket Set 4 Bolt main block. Gasket
Set Carb. Air Inlet gasket EFI. Base gasket. Pro Marine A. Carburetor gasket. Pro Marine RB
Allows installation of a small top bearing crank, into a large top bearing block. Exhaust blockoff
plate - Offshore 20". Exhaust blockoff plate - Offshore 15". Thermostat - degree. Sierra
Originally on Pro Max. Thermostat - Substitute washer. Thermostat gasket. Outboard Service
Manual. Engine Block Differences General consensus is that and later blocks did not have the
relief cuts in them, but around the newer electronics were introduced, which resulted in some
mounting boss changes. Scream and Fly. Great service, order some parts that I received quickly
and even helped with a bit of technical information I needed too. The kill cord on my 15 year old,
2. Aftermarket parts Yamaha. Aftermarket parts Mercury Mariner. Aftermarket parts Suzuki.
Aftermarket parts Johnson Evinrude. Aftermarket parts Honda. Aftermarket parts Tohatsu.
Propellers and Hardware Products. Anodes 75 Products. Electric Parts Products. Thermostats
53 Products. Chandlery Products. Let customers speak for us from reviews. Thank you for your
great service and wright product. Ben Hudson. Terence Holden. Christian Simpson. Great
service. Water pump Impeller kit Mercury Mariner outboard 6 8 9. Traian Stroe. Michael Rae.
Simon Slack simon Tcw3 oil. Came well before delivery date in excellent condition cant fault ssi
marine,excellent service. Graham Hardie. Ian Johnson. Propeller hardware kit outboard Yamaha
20 25 30 hp spacer washer nut prop kit. Good part. Andrew Cook. Colin Wilson. John Jones.
Impeller for Yamaha. Easy to order and Items arrived promptly. Will use SSI again.. Phil Lloyd.
Honda Kill Cord. Bryan Riley. Just added to your wishlist:. My Wishlist Continue. You've just
added this product to the cart:. Go to cart page Continue. Product Price Quantity Options.
Features Availability: Price Options Actions. Clean running 4-stroke engines have a CARB
three-star, ultra-low emissions rating. The decompression system and electronic CD ignition
design ensure an easy, reliable start. One-stage over-rev protection and low oil pressure
warning system provide extra peace of mind. All models are sold with a propeller. To prevent
the oil from leaking during transport, the engines are not shipped with oil in their crankcases.
The West Advisor articles have answered boaters' questions and provided solutions to boating
problems for more than 20 years. West Marine has compiled one of the Web's most
comprehensive collections of technical boating information articles. We use cookies to optimize
site functionality and improve your overall experience. You can change your cookie settings
through your browser. To learn more about cookies, please see our Privacy policy. Skip to
cookie disclosure dialog Skip to content Skip to navigation menu. Enlarged view of picture,
opens dialog. Mouse Over to Zoom - Click to Enlarge. This item is no longer available. Shop all
4-Stroke Outboards. Specs 2. Key Features Patented one-piece integrated cylinder block design
provides added reliability by eliminating gaskets and fasteners and makes the powerhead much
more compact and lightweight Check oil level without removing the cowling with convenient,
easy-to-view sight gauge This engine delivers maximum performance with the largest
displacement in the 2. Advice The West Advisor articles have answered boaters' questions and
provided solutions to boating problems for more than 20 years. Related Items. Cookie
Disclosure We use cookies to optimize site functionality and improve your overall experience.
Getting it all in front of you. In a clean, easy-to-read gauge. Combine with additional sensors to
provide the utmost in comfort, safety, and control. Monitoring your engine isn't why you got into

boating. That's where we come in. The outstanding warranty coverage on Mercury engines also
extends to the controls and rigging components on your boat. If your builder or dealer uses
genuine Mercury gauges and controls when installing the new engine on your boat, the
warranty coverage for those rigging components now matches the total warranty of your
engine. Putting you in touch with a full range of systems designed to make your time on the
water the best time of the week. Mercury Smart Tow can set the cruise speed as low as 8 mph,
letting you create the perfect conditions for wake surfing. Not all features are available on all
engines. You can order all available Mercury literature online or through any authorized Mercury
dealer. Please have your outboard or sterndrive serial number before placing the order.
Purchase a Manual. Please consider upgrading to a more up-to-date browser. The most popular
browsers are Chrome , Edge , and Safari. Upgrading to the latest version of one of these will
make the web safer, faster, and better looking. This website uses cookies to enhance and
improve your browsing experience. By closing this message, I acknowledge and accept the
Terms of Use, the Privacy Policy and the Cookie Policy, and agree that my information may be
transferred to the U. Sign Up. All of it. Learn More. Fully functional. Note: Some features not
standard on all engines. You're fully covered. Learn More about the Warranty Coverage. Learn
More about SmartCraft Technology. Learn More About Smart Tow. Find a Dealer. Use my
Current Location Loading Sign up to receive the latest tips, promotions and news from Mercury.
Sign Up For Email Enter your email address to receive the latest tips, promotions and news
from Mercury. Continue without updating not recommended. Marine engine technology has
evolved. Mercury Marine continues to expand its outboard and marine engine technology. The
outstanding warranty coverage on Mercury engines also extends to the controls and rigging
components on your boat. If your builder or dealer uses genuine Mercury gauges and controls
when installing the new engine on your boat, the warranty coverage for those rigging
components now matches the total warranty of your engine. Mercury's patented Joystick
Piloting System delivers degree directional control. The Skyhook Digital Anchoring System
holds your boat in a fixed position regardless of wind or current. Active Trim is the only
auto-trimming program that uses GPS and speed. Gauges, sensors, vessel systems,
computer-controlled features â€” one total package, one high level of control. Make your
boating experience easier, safer, and a lot more enjoyable. The premier engine information
display. The affordable, reliable, high-value digital vessel monitoring system. The epitome of
smooth, precise shifting and lightning-fast throttle response. No cables. No hesitation. A broad
range of styles, colors and shapes, as well as analog and digital versions. Classic simplicity.
Displays that typically have a pointer and scale to indicate a specific measurement such as
speed, rpm, trim, or fuel level. Connected by wires that carry signals from the engine. The idea?
Total integration of all critical data and information. Speed, fuel, depth, rpms - everything. All
accurately and clearly displayed - including advanced, multi-function, touch-screen LCD
displays. Getting past a Mercury engineer is no easy task. On-water testing. Race testing. Often
up to 1, total hours before the control or gauge is fully certified by Mercury engineering. You
want the right engines on your boat â€” and the right controls as well. Choose from a full range
of multi-engine control packages. With panel, flush-mount, console, binnacle, or top-mount
installations. You're in control of the boat. Takes the guesswork out of pulling skiers, tubers,
and wake boarders. Plug it into the system once, enjoy a perfect launch speed every time.
Docking is no longer nerve-racking. Instant response, total control. No hesitation, no
comparison. No cables either. Please consider upgrading to a more up-to-date browser. The
most popular browsers are Chrome , Edge ,
2008 ford escape wiring diagram
ford escape navigation system manual
100 amp sub panel wiring diagram
and Safari. Upgrading to the latest version of one of these will make the web safer, faster, and
better looking. This website uses cookies to enhance and improve your browsing experience.
By closing this message, I acknowledge and accept the Terms of Use, the Privacy Policy and
the Cookie Policy, and agree that my information may be transferred to the U. Sign Up. You're
fully covered. Whether you choose digital or analog, you've chosen the best. A gauge for every
boat and boater. Controls and gauges that have to face the ultimate test. Mercury engineers. At
your fingertips, and your command. Joystick Piloting. SC Speedometer. Moving Propeller Alert.
Matched to your boat. Your helm. Your life on the water. Controlling the controls. Axius Joystick
Piloting for Sterndrives. Sign up to receive the latest tips, promotions and news from Mercury.
Sign Up For Email Enter your email address to receive the latest tips, promotions and news
from Mercury. Continue without updating not recommended.

